Creation of synthetic contrast-enhanced computed tomography images using deep neural networks to screen for renal cell carcinoma
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Abstract

Objectives: To elucidate if synthetic contrast enhanced computed tomography (CECT) images created from plain CT images using deep neural networks (DNN) could be used for screening, clinical diagnosis, and postoperative follow-up of small-diameter renal tumors by comparing the concordance rate between real and synthetic CECT images and the diagnoses according to 10 urologists.

Methods: This retrospective, multicenter study included 155 patients (artificial intelligence training cohort [n=99], validation cohort [n=56]) who underwent surgery for small-diameter (≤40 mm) renal tumors, with the pathological diagnosis of renal cell carcinoma, during 2010–2020. Preoperatively, dynamic plain CT and CECT images were obtained. We created a learned DNN using pix2pix. We examined the quality of the synthetic CECT images created using this DNN and compared them with real CECT images using the zero-mean normalized cross-correlation parameter. We assessed concordance rates between real and synthetic images and diagnoses according to 10 urologists by creating a receiver operating characteristic curve and calculating the area under the curve (AUC).
Results: The synthetic CECT images were highly concordant with the real CECT images, regardless of the existence or morphology of the renal tumor. Regarding the concordance rate, a greater AUC was obtained with synthetic CECT (AUC=0.892) than with only CT (AUC=0.720; p<0.001).

Conclusions: This study is the first to use DNN to create a high-quality synthetic CECT image that was highly concordant with a real CECT image. Synthetic CECT images could be used for urological diagnoses and clinical screening.
**Introduction**

Recently, the number of accidentally discovered small-diameter renal tumors has increased. More than 50% of kidney tumors are asymptomatic or discovered while screening for other illnesses. It is necessary to perform both plain computed tomography (CT), which does not use a contrast medium, and contrast-enhanced CT (CECT), which uses a contrast medium, to diagnose renal cell carcinoma (RCC). The methods of CECT were determined by different clinical indications according to the renal protocol, balancing diagnostic accuracy and radiation exposure. CECT shows the presence or absence of blood flow in the tumor by comparing the Hounsfield units (HU) before and after the injection of the contrast medium; an enhancement of the contrast effect by ≥15 HU when compared with plain CT indicates the presence of a kidney tumor. Additionally, CECT angiography is useful for visualizing the location of blood vessels before surgery. However, the use of a contrast medium is contraindicated in patients with contrast medium-related allergies and moderate renal dysfunction. Moreover, RCC also occurs in younger patients, and thus, these patients are subjected to frequent medical exposure to CT during screening and follow-up following radical surgery. Imaging methods aimed at reducing medical exposure have been attempted previously. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is recommended to reduce the risk of
secondary carcinogenesis owing to medical exposure.\textsuperscript{10-12} MRI is useful for determining the presence or absence of tumor thrombus in inferior vena cava in patients with RCC; however, its resolution is inferior to that of CECT. Imaging modalities with reduced exposure doses and better image detection capabilities have not yet been developed.\textsuperscript{13}

Additionally, the European Association of Urology (EAU) guidelines recommend the development of a postoperative CT schedule according to the risk and frequency of RCC recurrence-based tumor staging to reduce medical exposure.\textsuperscript{14}

The progress in image composition technology has been remarkable. There have been many reports in the medical field on improving diagnostic imaging assistance using artificial intelligence (AI). AI is used to distinguish between benign and malignant renal tumors.\textsuperscript{15-18} Some studies have sought to determine the grade and type of malignant and nuclear atypia of RCC.\textsuperscript{19,20} However, all studies utilizing AI have used previously obtained CECT images and not image composition technology. Furthermore, while previous studies have also reported CT image generation by image-to-image translation using deep neural networks (DNNs),\textsuperscript{21} there have been no reports on synthetic CECT images created for the purpose of reducing medical exposure and avoiding the use of a contrast medium. In this study, we first created a DNN based on plain CT images. We subsequently aimed to evaluate whether a synthetic CECT image created using the DNN
could be used for clinical diagnosis by comparing the concordance rate between real and synthetic CECT images and the diagnoses made by 10 urologists.

**Material and Methods**

This study was approved by the appropriate ethical committees, and verbal informed consent was obtained from each participant. One-hundred fifty-five patients who underwent surgery for small-diameter (≤ 40 mm) renal tumors, with a pathological diagnosis, at Aichi Medical University and Nagoya University between 2010 and 2020 were included. Preoperatively, dynamic plain CT and CECT images were obtained from all patients. Except for one patient whose bilateral kidneys were affected, CT image analysis of each patient revealed a small renal tumor in only one kidney. Patient information, including patient age, sex, tumor laterality, tumor size, tumor location, and R.E.N.A.L. nephrometry score, was acquired from the medical records. In all cases, the diagnosis of renal cancer by CT was determined by the presence or absence of tumor blood flow, tumor morphology, and blood flow pattern visualized using a contrast agent. The pathological diagnosis included pathological malignant or benign tumor, histological type, pathological T stage, and nuclear grade according to the WHO 2016 classification and Fuhrman nuclear grade. All plain CT and CECT (arterial, venous, and urinary
excretion phases) images of the chest to the lower abdominal region of 155 patients were obtained in the digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) format. In total, 155 patients with 309 kidneys (one patient had only one kidney with a renal tumor) were divided into two cohorts: the AI training cohort and the evaluation cohort (Figure 1). We compared the concordance rate between synthetic CECT images created using the DNN learned using the AI training cohort and real CECT images.

**Method to create a synthetic contrast-enhanced CT image using a learning DNN model**

1) We used a group of plain CT and real CECT images (using only the arterial phase images) to create a DNN model that generated a synthetic CECT image. The plain CT and real CECT images were obtained in 5 mm and 1 mm increments, respectively.

2) Both image sets were labeled according to the presence or absence of tumors (Figure 2).

3) The position of the kidney varied between the CT and CECT images because of respiration. Therefore, we used the following method to reduce the variation in the position caused by the time lag when capturing kidney images:
(a) From the real CECT images, we selected an image that had z-coordinates near the z-coordinate of a plain CT image and that had the highest zero-mean normalized cross-correlation (ZNCC) with that plain CT image.

$$ZNCC = \frac{\Sigma_x \Sigma_y (A(x, y) - \bar{A})(B(x, y) - \bar{B})}{\sqrt{\Sigma_x \Sigma_y (A(x, y) - \bar{A})^2 \Sigma_x \Sigma_y (B(x, y) - \bar{B})^2}}$$

\[\bar{A} = \frac{1}{MN} \Sigma_x \Sigma_y A(x, y) \quad \bar{B} = \frac{1}{MN} \Sigma_x \Sigma_y B(x, y)\]

A (x, y): Luminance value at position (x, y) of image A

B (x, y): Luminance value at position (x, y) of image B

M: Number of pixels in the horizontal direction of images A and B

N: Number of pixels in the vertical direction of images A and B

(b) We moved the selected real CECT image in the XY direction to acquire a higher concordance rate for the plain CT images. The shifted CECT image was then paired with a plain CT image.

(c) We created a training dataset by repeating steps (a) and (b) for the plain CT images of the group.
4) Using the above training data, we created a learned DNN using pix2pix, which is a popular method for image-to-image translation\textsuperscript{21}.

Example of outputs from the learned DNN are shown in Figure 3 (in the figure: left, the real plain CT image; central, the synthetic CECT image created using the DNN; right, the real CECT image).

Methods of examination of the quality of synthetic CECT images created using learned DNN

Method of Study 1: analysis of concordance rate using ZNCC

1) Using the DNN, we created a synthetic CECT image from a plain CT image for evaluating against the real CECT image of each patient in the training cohort (n=56).

2) The concordance rate was evaluated using the ZNCC between the real and synthetic CECT images.

(a) We decided on a central area and cut out $224 \times 224$ pixels of the synthetic CECT image, which originally had $256 \times 256$ pixels.

(b) We moved the cropped-out area in the range of 16 pixels up, down, left, and right and determined the image location where the ZNCC value was the largest and recorded this.
value.

(c) We analyzed the concordance rate between the real and synthetic CECT images using the above-mentioned equation for calculating ZNCC.

Method of Study 2: diagnoses by urologists and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis

We hypothesized that it was possible to diagnose small renal tumors using synthetic CECT images created by AI (Fig 1, right side).

The synthetic CECT images in the validation cohort dataset (n=56) with masked clinical information were evaluated by 10 urologists (with 20, 17, 14, 12, 12, 6, 5, 5, 4, and 3 years of clinical experience, respectively) individually. Ten urologists evaluated 2,291 CT images (approximately 20.5 images per patient) and indicated whether there were findings suggestive of a renal tumor using synthetic CECT and/or only plain CT.

Statistical analysis

We analyzed the data using SPSS ® statistical software (ver20, Chicago, USA). The ROC curve, area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity, specificity, concordance rate,
positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) were used for analysis. Statistical significance was set at \( p < 0.05 \).

**Statistical analysis using ZNCC**

ZNCC is the same as the Pearson's correlation coefficient. Statistical analysis using ZNCC had shown that a valid image was created when the concordance rate was 70% or more.\(^{23,24}\)

**Results**

Using the DNN, we created synthetic CECT images for 99 patients (197 kidneys) in the training cohort and 56 patients (112 kidneys) in the validation cohort. The number of CT image slices and the training time for all kidneys were shown in Figure 1. The mean number of CT image slices for each kidney was 19.8 ± 3.0 sheets in the training cohort and 20.5 ± 2.4 sheets in the validation cohort. The number of image slices obtained for a renal tumor in each case was 4.7 ± 2.0 sheets in the training cohort (99 renal tumors) and 5.1 ± 1.8 sheets (56 renal tumors) in the validation cohort.

**Results of Study 1: examination of the quality of synthetic CECT images**

Patient characteristics in the validation cohort are shown in Table 1. We compared the
difference in ZNCC across patients with no renal tumor, renal tumor, exophytic renal
tumor, and endophytic renal tumor. When compared with real CECT images, synthetic
CECT images without a renal tumor, with a renal tumor, with an exophytic renal tumor,
and with an endophytic renal tumor had mean ZNCCs of 0.767 ± 0.053, 0.770 ± 0.057,
0.779 ± 0.057, and 0.742 ± 0.062, respectively. Therefore, we created a suitable synthetic
CECT image regardless of the presence of a renal tumor, exophytic renal tumor, or
endophytic renal tumor.

Subsequently, the difference between real and synthetic CECT images for each slice was
calculated. Regarding the concordance rate for each image (n=2,291) (with tumor,
without tumor, exophytic tumor, and endophytic tumor), slices without a tumor, with a
tumor, with an exophytic tumor, and with an endophytic tumor had average ZNCCs of
0.773, 0.755, 0.766, and 0.717, respectively. The ZNCC exceeded 0.70 in all tumor
morphologies, but the ZNCC with a synthetic CECT over slices with endophytic tumors
tended to worsen the quality of the image.

**Results of Study 2: diagnosing small-diameter renal tumors using synthetic CECT
images**

We examined the judgments of 10 urologists and the concordance rates of the images
created through AI. The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV for an accurate diagnosis using a synthetic CECT image were 74.2%, 72.7%, 75.7%, 75.0%, and 73.5%, respectively. The concordance rate of six or more of the 10 evaluators diagnosing a renal tumor using a synthetic CECT image was 78.5% (44/56 kidneys). The concordance rate of six or more of the 10 urologists detecting no renal tumor was 83.9% (47/56 kidneys).

Considering the concordance rates for the accurate and inaccurate detection of a renal tumor by the urologists, the mean ZNCC of a synthetic CECT image that accurately predicted a renal tumor was 0.769 ± 0.066 when compared with a real CECT image. The mean ZNCC with a synthetic CECT image that inaccurately predicted a renal tumor was 0.766 ± 0.057 compared with a real CECT image. There was no synthetic CECT image with quality inferior to that of the real diagnostic image.

The ROC curve analysis for the concordance rate for the accurate answer revealed a high AUC of 0.892 ($p<0.001$) using synthetic CECT compared to that obtained with only plain CT (AUC=0.720, $p<0.001$). The quality of synthetic CECT images was sufficient for the urologists to distinguish between the presence and absence of a renal tumor.

**Comment**

In this first report, we create a high-quality synthetic CECT image that was highly
concordant with a real CECT image using DNN.

Abdominal ultrasonography is widely used as a screening method for renal cancer as RCCs are more frequently detected on abdominal ultrasonography than other solid cancer types. Additionally, the proportion of localized RCCs among accidentally diagnosed RCCs was 74.6% in one study, which was significantly higher than that among symptomatic RCCs (35.8%). However, abdominal ultrasonography alone is not sufficient to distinguish between renal angiomyolipoma and RCC; abdominal ultrasonography should be performed first as a screening method, followed by CT due to findings suggestive of renal cancer. CT is used as a definitive diagnostic method for RCC and has been found to be superior to abdominal ultrasonography, especially for visualizing small-diameter (≤ 3 cm) renal tumors.

CECT is warranted for the definitive diagnosis of RCC. Urologists rely on the information obtained from CECT to formulate a treatment plan. MRI and positron emission tomography/CT are alternatives to CECT; however, their detection capabilities are inferior to those of CECT. We hypothesized that by creating a synthetic CECT image from a plain CT image, the problem of using a contrast medium can be solved while maintaining the image detection ability. We first verified the quality of synthetic CECT
images created using deep-learned DNNs. The synthetic CECT image created using the DNN was appropriate when the concordance rate between the synthetic CECT image and the corresponding contrast-enhanced CT image was 70% or more. We found that the synthetic CECT images created using the DNN were similar to real CECT images, and a concordance rate of 70% or more could be obtained regardless of the presence or absence of a renal tumor. Thus, the synthetic CECT images were found to be sufficiently concordant for clinical use.

Furthermore, we investigated whether synthetic CECT images could be used for diagnosing renal tumors clinically. Assessments by 10 urologists revealed that synthetic CECT images created using DNN could be used for screening and diagnosis of RCC with sufficient accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. This is a novel report in that it focuses on renal cancer screening using images created by image composition technology using DNN. To date, the purpose of imaging research using AI in the field of renal cancer has been to distinguish between benign and malignant kidney cancer,\textsuperscript{15-18} histological types of RCC, and nuclear grades of RCC.\textsuperscript{19,20} There have been no studies on the screening of small-diameter renal tumors using CT images created using DNN.
This study had several limitations. First, this was a retrospective study with a small sample size; the effectiveness of our image composition model should be confirmed in a larger number of cases. Second, our model was found to be useful for screening for RCC; however, it should be improved for use in the diagnosis and further treatment and surgical planning of benign/malignant renal tumors. Finally, as this study used images of small-diameter renal tumors, the potential of this model in detecting larger renal tumors remains unknown.

Conclusions

This study is the first to create high-quality images from plain CT images using a DNN, which was generated through AI, with a high concordance rate on comparing with a real CECT image. The results suggest that synthetic CECT images can be used for urological diagnoses and clinical screening.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Flowchart of the study method. The left side shows the method in training cohort, and the right side shows the method in the validation cohort.

Figure 2. Plain and real contrast-enhanced computed tomography images for each computed tomography image labeled with the presence or absence of tumors.

Figure 3. Example of the output of the learned deep neural network (DNN). (left- real plain computed tomography image, central- synthetic contrast-enhanced computed tomography [CECT] image created by DNN, and right- real CECT image)
Fig 1

355 patients with a small diameter (≤ 80 mm or less) renal tumor who underwent pathological diagnosis with surgery and were taken the dynamic CT images using dual CT and CECT before surgery.

To learn using DNN in the training cohort n=99
99 patients
197 kidneys

In the validation cohort n=56
56 patients
112 kidneys

Image output with DICOM
The number of the real CT images: 3,853 slice pairs of real CECT (19.6 slice pairs for each patient)

Image output with DICOM
The number of the real CT images: 2,293 slices (20.5 slices for each patient)

Learning of DNN to create fake CECT images based on plain CT & real CECT using Pixon2 method.
Total training time: 30,746 seconds (about 9 hours)

Creation of a fake CECT using DNN with AI
total generation time: about 132 seconds for each patient (less than 0.07 seconds per slice)

Study I: Quality of Images
Analysis of concordance rate with a real CECT image and a fake CECT created by DNN with AI

Study II: Ten urologists diagnosed small renal tumors with a fake CECT images created by DNN
Analysis of ROC curve, accuracy rate, sensitivity, specificity, NPV and PPV for a correct diagnosis using a fake CECT.
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Table 1. Patients characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n=56 patients (112 kidneys)</th>
<th>number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (range)</td>
<td>median 60 years (37-77 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>male: female= 41 : 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor laterality</td>
<td>left: right= 27 : 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size</td>
<td>Median 27 mm (13-48 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence or absence of tumor blood flow</td>
<td>Hypervascular type: hypovascular type : cystic type 37:11:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced pattern</td>
<td>Typical: atypical 39:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor morphology</td>
<td>Round shape: Elliptical shape: Phyllodes shape 45 : 9 : 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathological findings</td>
<td>number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carcinoma</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear cell RCC</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papillary RCC</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cromophobe RCC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign tumor</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiomyolipoma</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metanephric adenoma</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>renal cyst</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCC, renal cell carcinoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed epithelial stromal tumor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juxtaglomerular cell tumor (reninoma)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal nephrometry score</td>
<td>score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (tumor size as maximal diameter)</td>
<td>median 1 (1-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exophytic/endophytic properties of the tumor</td>
<td>median 2 (1-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearness of tumor deepest portion to the collecting system or sinus</td>
<td>median 2 (1-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior/posterior descriptor</td>
<td>anterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location relative to the polar line</td>
<td>median 2(1-3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>